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Abstract :  Communication is the process of exchanging information from one point to another point. In the networks the process of 

exchanging or transmitting the packets from one point to another point i.e; source to destination is called communication. Internet of 

things is the present emerging technology which is omnipresent term in wireless networks. In wireless networks more number of sensors 

are deployed in the environment in order to get the information by sensing the environmental conditions like pressure, temperature, 

proximity, humidity using the sensors and the values are stored in the gateway and then transmit to the user. Energy consumption is the 

primary aspect to reduce in order to increase the lifetime of the sensors. MSP430 micro controller is using in the proposed approach 

which uses less power for the transmission and security is also the major issue that is why the KLUSTER OS is used and terminal is used 

as a software platform. By using the radio frequency waves the wireless communication takes place. Two C-motes are going to 

communicate over the radio frequency using MSP430 micro controller. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

An embedded system is a combination of software and hardware to realize a dedicated task. Some of the main devices used in integrated 

products are microprocessor and microcontroller. The microprocessors are known commonly like the processors of general use to simply 

accept the earnings, process and to give the exit. In contrast, a microcontroller not only accepts the information like earnings, but also it 

manipulates, information interfaces with diverse devices, controls the information. 

Internet of the things (IOT) provides connectivity IP to several things apart from computers of dessert, portable and mobile devices. The term 

"sew" it means any physical parameter that can be detected and connected to Internet. For example, a device of monitoring of the 

temperature and the moisture in certain place and to re-transmit the information will turn In to a "thing" (IOT domain). 

IOT refers to the interconnection of the things sensing the values capturing the data and produce the output. IOT all together a new 

environment in which current Internet will be smartly utilized by all new range of embedded connected things [1]. IOT provides real time 

monitoring and control possible for various applications. 

surveys the and stream research of IoT, key engaging advances, major IoT applications in ventures, and perceives examine designs what's 

more, challenges. An essential responsibility of this review paper is that it consolidates the present front line IoT in organizations 

efficiently[2]. 

Sensors are the building blocks of IOT which can collect parameters and low power wireless embedded communication systems transmit 

information to gateway devices. Gateway device will make the parameters available over internet so that parameters are globally accessible. 

Till now there is no dedicated network stack defined for IOT, as it is a heterogeneous network of networks. The most popular protocols used 

for realization of IOT are ZigBee and 6LoWPAN (IEEE 802.15.4), Bluetooth and Wi-Fi. 

IOT systems developed by CDAC support lots of features which enables the researchers and students to explore different aspects and 

develop various applications in IOT field. As IoT is a heterogeneous network of networks, CDAC's IoT lab kits comprising of Ubimotes, 

BLE motes, Wi-Fi Motes along with Sensors and Gateway The communication modules developed will serve the purpose of experimenting 

the real world problems with the required sensor integration, they can be used as a small development platform for connecting sensors for 

communicating data. 

The wireless communication, is the transfer of information between two or more points. The most popular wireless technologies use radio 

waves. By using radio waves distance is small like a few meters to the television or by which thousands and millions of kilometers for radio 

communications from external space[3]. Close to different types of stationary applications, movable and portable, cell phones, personal 

digital assistants (PDAs) and management of wireless networking. The examples of applications of wireless technology includes Global 

Positioning System units, garage door openers, computer wireless keyboards and headsets common methods to achieve wireless 

communications provides other wireless technologies usage, electromagnetic as electric fields and magnetic fields which uses the use of 

sound. In the history of communications, the term radio was used twice with a slightly different sense. It was approximately used principle 

from 1890 to the first radio technology which transmits and receives, as in telegraphy wireless, until the new radio of the word replace him 

around 1920. in the years 1980 and 1990 The term was revived mainly to differentiate digital devices that communicate wireless, as the 

examples given in previous paragraph, requires wires or cables for communication. This was used in the years 2000, due to the advent of 

technologies such as LTE, LTE-advanced, Wi-Fi and Bluetooth.  

The wireless operations allow services, such as long distance communications, which are impossible to implement with wired 

communication. The most commonly used term in the telecommunications industry is to indicate the telecommunications systems (e.g. radio 

transmitters and receivers , remote controls, etc.) that use some form of energy (e.g. radio waves, acoustic energy,) to transfer information 

wirelessly. The information is transferred in both over short and long distances. 
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

The creators IN [4] plan a low-level driver program of the stage, on the base of which the point-to-point correspondence is executed. The 

fruitful trial of the program checks the suitability of the arrangement. The arrangement can be effortlessly transplanted and bolsters more 

entangled remote sensor organize framework. Additionally, it can arrange serial baud rate, checking, encryption and correspondence 

channel. The correspondence separations can reach 63 meters. 

In [5] authors presents a diagram of remote neighbourhood (LANs) and remote individual zone systems (PANs), with accentuation on the 

two most well known guidelines: IEEE 802.1 1, and Bluetooth. While there are numerous such overviews in the current writing and on the 

web, we endeavor here to introduce remote LANs and PANS in a brought together design as a practical other option to wired LANs, while 

focusing on the rest of the difficulties and restrictions. 

In [6] authors explained Optical remote correspondences offer a reasonable other option to radio recurrence (RF) correspondence for 

indoor utilize and different applications where elite connections are required. These frameworks utilize infrared innovation (IR), which 

has huge preferences over RF. This paper shows a survey of the most huge issues identified with infrared correspondence innovation, 

which will empower the acknowledgment of future superior and savvy indoor optical remote frameworks. A few conceivable 

arrangements for indoor optical remote frameworks, tweak, and multi-get to methods are exhibited and their preferences and impediments 

talked about. 

 

III. PROPOSED APPROACH 

In the proposed approach by using the MSP430 micro controller which is using low power and less voltage and here Kluster operating 

system is used which is the flavour of Linux. This paper involves two C-Motes. One is the transmitter and another is receiver. 

Transmission done by the transmitter over the air. The receiver is used for receiving the data packets over the radio frequencies. Received 

on Hyper terminal. Radio is configured at required channel and power level for both motes. 

 

IV. TERMINAL 

Most of the people now a days using an operating system having inbuilt with a graphical user interface for their day-to-day computer 

needs, Linux is the operating system having high level of security it consists of a terminal emulator. A terminal emulator is a set of 

instructions that allows the terminal to use in a graphical mode. 

 

V. WSNDK FOLDER 

WSNDK(Wireless sensor networks development kit) developed by CDAC( Center for Development of Advanced Computing) has 

multitudinous features to explore different aspects and develop different applications in the field of WSN. The kit comes with a set of 

wireless sensor nodes compliant to IEEE 802.15.4 named as C-Mote, along with sensor board called UbiSense, Ubi-DAC the data 

acquisition card and network protocol gateway, the WINGZ. The kit is a perfect platform to get hands-on experience on microcontroller 

programming along with interfacing to different sensors and acquiring data from the data acquisition card, with I/O expansion and control 

capability. 

 

VI. WSNDK USAGE  

 WSNDK can be used for:  

1. Establishing IEEE802.15.4 based wireless sensor network. 

2. Exploring wireless sensor network like peer to peer, mesh and star topologies. 

3. Zigbee based protocol projects like ambient and room temperature control, activity based lighting, distributed temperature 

measurement etc. 

4. Secured wireless data transmission using AES algorithm. 

 

C-MOTE 

C-mote can be used to setup and test different wireless sensor network applications. C-motes can be configured into different network 

device types like Coordinator, End Device, Router and can be used to test and develop different Application and routing protocols. The 

Coordinator device acts as a data aggregator, the End device acts as the data collector and the Router acts the range extender. 

 

VII. MSP430 MICROCONTROLLER 

The MSP430 is a microcontroller that has low power utilization of inherent gadgets. The current out of gear mode might be under 1 μA. The 

upper focal preparing unit. The speed of 25MHZ is available in the microcontroller. You can backpedal for bring down power utilization. 

The MSP430 has 6 diverse low-control modes; all tickers and CPU are de-empowered in low-control mode 4. Likewise, the MSP430 

contains actuation clocks underneath 1 microsecond, permitting the microcontroller to go into suspension for more, limiting their present 

normal utilization. The gadget has an assortment of setups with peripherals: inward oscillator, clock that incorporates PWM, guard dog, 

USART, SPI, I²C, ADC of 10/12/12/14/16/24 bits and brownout restart circuit. Some fringe alternatives that they use with less recurrence 

are the comparators, operation enhancers in the chip for the molding of signs, 12-bit DAC, LCD controller, equipment multiplier, general 

serial transport and direct memory access for ADC yields. All gadgets are coordinated programmable by means of JTAG (four finish links or 

Spy-Bi-Wire) or an inherent boot loader (BSL) that utilizations UART as RS232 or USB on gadgets with USB bolster. There are a few 

restrictions that are utilized as a part of more intricate incorporated frameworks. The MSP430 does not have an outer memory transport, it 

has just on chip memory , it isn't sufficient for the enormous applications, DMA controller is likewise associated with the MSP430 small 

scale controller without DMA it is particularly hard to exchange the information from back and forth of the controller. 
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Figure 1.Proposed Approach 

 

IX UBISENSE 
 Ubisense is a module of interface of sensor designed by CDAC Bangalore the module is used for connecting Ubimote Across 20 

sideburns. The module consists of a wide Scale of sensors, such as temperature, moisture, light Intensity, smoke detector and also a buzzer 

connected to the sensors. It provides High precision for sensors of temperature, moisture and 

the intensity of the measured light. Temperature and Sensor of moisture that uses in the Ubisense meeting. 

  

X. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 The two C-motes are start communicating after configuration as a transmitter and the receiver. The transmitter starts transmitting 

the packet on air over a radio frequencies and the receiver starts receiving the transmitted packet on to the hyper terminal. 

 
Figure 2. Setup of Communication Using C-Motes 

 

Figure 2 shows the setup used for point to point communication over the radio frequencies using two C-motes the transmitter Mote consists 

of a sensor, wifi module where as the receiver Mote consists of a Wifi module for receiving the data. The sensor in the transmitter mode 

senses the environment and transmits the values to the Terminal through the C-mote over a radio frequencies.  

 
Figure 3. Output Displayed On Terminal 
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Figure 3 shows the output displayed on the Terminal which is one of the flavor of Linux operating systems have a high level of security. The 

figure shows the temperature pressure light intensity displayed by sensing the current environment and passes the data through the radio 

frequencies using the C-motes. 

 

XI. CONCLUSION 

This paper deals the communication between the two C-MOTES on the radio frequencies using the MSP430 microcontroller. We can extend 

this to multipoint communication. In order to extend it to the multipoint communication C-motes can be increased. By increasing more 

number of C-motes multipoint communication can be achieved. 
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